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CHRISTINE KELLER, PAM MCKINLAY AND DAVID 
HUTCHINSON.

RECIPE FOR A STAR: THE INTERSTELLAR MEDIUM 
AND THE SUPERNOVA FEEDBACK LOOP

INTRODUCTION—SPACE IS BACK AND IT’S THE NEW BLACK

Where once the stars were considered a sacred repository of knowledge we now ascribe a different 
set of meanings when we read the stars. The holders of knowledge have changed and the new 
storytellers spin the tales, reposing the big questions through the lens of modern space exploration:  
Who are we? What is Space? Are we alone? (Why is the answer to life, the universe, and everything 
forty-two?)  Radio New Zealand has guests who are interviewed about Space-X and Hyperloop, NASA 
launches a high altitude balloon to look into deep space, delve into black holes, investigate gamma 
rays and announces a manned space mission to Mars. Finally….Space is back and it’s the new black.  
Motes float through the open doorway as I vacuum the dust on the rug. How will the new space 
race technology impact on appliance design I wonder? What kind of furry granular constellation is 
forming in the innards of my dust-busting machine? Is this is a whirling microcosm of the universal 
housework taking place on a grander scale in our galactic backyard?

Figure 1. Sketch and excerpt from Janice Lord’s Enderby Island expedition diary.

“The hydrogen emission spectrum, illustrated in this work, is light that gives us information 
about the underlying quantum world of wave-particle duality. Each spectral line comes from 
light emitted as an electron drops from one allowed energy orbital about the hydrogen’s 
proton core to another lower level. The allowed energy levels themselves are determined by 
the wavelength of the electron particle in its orbital. Explaining the spectrum of hydrogen was 
the first great success of Schrödinger’s quantum mechanics.” 

David Hutchinson
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Figure 1. Christine Keller and Pam McKinlay, INTERSTELLAR - 21 cm - H - SPECTRUM, 2016. Installation view.

Figure 2. Hoover Constellation vacuum cleaner - close up view.
In 1957 the launch of the satellite Sputnik spawned a wave of space-inspired home design. A kind of cold war developed 
in domestic appliance design for example, Russia gave us the “Saturnas” vacuum cleaner and Hoover brought us the 
ConstellationTM (pictured above), boasting it floated on air/in space. The Constellation™ pictured is still in use by local Home 
Scientist Pam McKinlay.1
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SHARED MOMENTS IN SPACE AND TIME: 1. “MONDLANGDUNG”

There was a moment when many of us, of a certain age, collectively learnt something special about 
space. Simultaneously around the world we tuned out of whatever it was that we were doing and 
tuned into outer space to receive the first message from a person walking on the moon in real time. 
It was transmitted right into our schools, our workplaces, our living rooms and kitchens. There was 
worldwide euphoria following this accomplishment: “It’s one small step for man, one giant leap for 
mankind.”2 Space exploration was viewed as opening an age of space possibility and inspiration for 
collective mankind “[to] explore the wonders on the other side.”3 For two young children on opposite 
sides of the world, it was a moment that set in train a lifelong fascination with space. It would be 
some forty years before our worldlines intersected and we would meet.

MORE CHILDHOOD MOMENTS IN SPACE AND TIME: 2. PLANETARIUMS

As with many children growing up in urban environments, we lost touch with the Milky Way. Our 
access to star knowledge was through planetariums. As a child Christine would visit the Hamburg 
Planetarium, one of the oldest planetariums in the world. On these monthly visits with her 
grandmother, planetarium leader Dr Uebelacker would begin the session with the sun setting over 
the Hamburg skyline, accompanied by classical music from the sound system. The audience would 
come to under a night sky and learn about the Northern stars, the constellations of the Zodiac, Aurora 
Borealis, the Great Bear and far away remote volcanic eruptions as once observed by Chinese and 
Roman astronomers in the South Pacific.4

Figure 3. Christine Keller (aged 3) sitting on a Moroccan style 
footstool with her siblings in front of a neighbour’s radiogram, 
her nurse play set at the ready for any unfolding disaster.

Figure 4. The sacred clipping from the suitcase under Pam 
McKinlay’s bed. Front page, The Christchurch Star, “Moon 
Edition,” Monday 21 July, 1969.
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Pam’s encounter with planetariums was a less grand, but none-the-less exciting, expedition. The 
star dome at the Otago Museum was a black inflatable tent infrequently installed in a large space 
at the back of the Museum. It was accessed by a cramped inflatable tunnel through which one 
crawled in the dark, nose close to the (often odorous) socked feet of the person in front of you.  
Emerging to sit in a circle, one looked up to where the star map was projected from a primitive gel 
and lamp arrangement—tiny points of light picked out on the ceiling of a dome-tent like structure, 
excited children whapping at the billowing fabric of the walls.

SHARED MOMENTS IN SPACE AND TIME:  3…ANGEL’S BREATH AGAINST 
A FROSTED SKY

So it was with great excitement that we first encountered the new Dunedin Planetarium where we 
could view the Dunedin “Sky tonight” in high resolution and luxurious comfort.5 In “Te Marama 
Whetu” old stories of Māori and Pacific whakapapa shimmered and blinked as cosmic skyscapes 
of living wisdom. The stars were put back into the stories so that we could see the heavens through 
the lens of ancient knowledge. Spoilt for choice, our dilemma was what to choose for the Art and 
Space project. Old friends of the Zodiac,6 unfamiliar constellations of familiar stars reconfigured 
from stories of Pacific navigation, the planetary dance from our local galaxy, perhaps Saturn in 
gorgeous three quarter view with Cassini slicing through its rings, or maybe spectacular features of 
the southern sky such as the Jewel Box? We took our cue from the “Amazing Universe” written by 
Ian Griffin, astronomer and Otago Museum Director. Our attention was drawn to the fuzzy patches 
of the celestial-scape. When magnified these gaseous clouds of the nebulae revealed not only the 
most glorious picturesque formations but in them we discovered the loci of star nurseries and our 
Interstellar project was born.7

Figure 5. Pam McKinlay, photo taken at Mt John observatory, July 21 2016. The Coal Sack nebula is prominently silhouetted 
against the southern Milky Way along the edge of the Southern Cross. Many nebulae are visible to the naked eye and have 
old histories in ancient star lore. Orion’s nebulae which is one of the most studied opaque area in the Milky Way has been 
described as: “… angel’s breath against a frosted sky.8“
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EMPTY SPACE — ETERNAL CHAOS — THE LIFE AND DEATH OF STARS 

The space beyond our atmosphere looks empty, and so it is by earthly standards. Observations of 
aurorae by Samuel L. Thorndike in 1930 concluded that space is not empty.  He reasoned that for 
such ionization to be occurring there must be something to become ionized.

Terrestrial aurorae are not improbably excited by charged particles emitted by the Sun. If the 
millions of other stars are also ejecting ions, as is undoubtedly true, no absolute vacuum can 
exist within the galaxy9

A cubic centimetre of air on earth contains roughly 25 million million million molecules, the same 
volume in Space might hold but a single atom which by earthly standards is a vacuum.10 By comparison 
nebulae might contain hundreds, or hundreds of thousands, of molecules per cubic cm which, by 
space standards, is packed and where the action starts. Here, in these relatively dense clouds of 
gas and dust, stars and other interstellar structures are formed. According to current cosmogenesis 
theory, eventually these areas will be lit up as new stars form from the thick interstellar clouds of gas 
and dust.11 The products of many star deaths are also known as nebulae, in this case great clouds of 
gas and dust debris are ejected from an exploding star event or super novae. Nebulae are dense but 
they are still fragile. An intergalactic game of laser tag and space invaders is played in outer space, with 
fledgling molecules dodging intense ultraviolet and gamma rays, violent bursts from local supernovae 
and solar and interstellar winds. It’s Chaos out there in the space between the stars—the InterStellar 
Medium (ISM). The ISM is composed mostly of hydrogen gas, the most abundant chemical substance 
in the universe (99%), and contains ~1% “dust,” matter from exploding stars. It is the dust which 
causes the cloudy appearance in the night sky, as it blocks the light of stars behind them.  Hydrogen 
exists in two main forms, atomic (neutral) and molecular (and various isotopes of both). As a general 
galactic rule atomic hydrogen distribution dominates the outer part of our Milky Way spiral arms, and 
molecular hydrogen the inner part of our galaxy — the molecular regions are star forming areas.12

RECIPE FOR A STAR

Ingredients:
one ripe old star at close to expiry date.

Method:
Take star and explode violently.
Gather in far-flung cosmic dust, add to molecular clouds in near vacuum.
Conserve gas reservoir and cool to 10 Kelvin to prevent dissipation.
Observe in the 21cm radio frequency to detect ISM.
Separate neutral hydrogen and put aside in Balmer series chamber.
Shield pooling plasma from differential interference and random colliding radiation.
Rotate with gravity for millennia to desired luminosity.

Optional:  add exo-planets to taste.

Extract from Pamphlet no.2. “Interstellar”, Recipe for a Star, by Pam McKinlay, printed on munchen paper. The poem was 
inspired by the work of New Zealand astronomer and cosmologist Beatrice Tinsley.12   
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CELESTIAL SIGNATURES: READING THE LINES AND RADIO LIVES — 
SAMPLING, SURVEYING AND THE RISE OF NEW PATTERNS 

How do we know that it is hydrogen gas in the nebulae clouds and what does that mean exactly? In 
1814 Joseph von Fraunhofer discovered that, when viewed through a spectrograph, the spectrum of 
a hot gas was broken by dark lines. Each gas was found to have a unique pattern of these spectral 
lines. Systemic studies in the nineteenth century of stars and nebulae and other celestial objects, 
such as comets, revealed that the spectra of stars are very different from the spectra of nebulae. 
Modern spectral examination of gaseous nebulae, in both the emitted and absorption spectrums, 
confirm that the major constituent of the universe is hydrogen in one form or another.14

Both neutral atomic and molecular hydrogen emit in the radio region of the electromagnetic spectrum 
so hydrogen can also be detected by radio astronomy. Radio telescopes peer into the dark reaches 
of space beyond the reach of conventional optical telescopes and see what can’t otherwise be 
“seen” in deep space. Thus radio waves offer a kind of “radio eye” into the vast clouds of the ISM 
and look into the heart of regions where stars are forming. Radio astronomers sift through vast 
fields of radio frequency data from distant cold space and map the universe in what is known as 
the 21cm hydrogen band. 

In 1944 Hendrik van de Hulst predicted that the cold atomic hydrogen (H1) gas should emit a 
particular wavelength of radio energy from a slight energy change in the hydrogen atoms at a 
wavelength is 21.1 centimeters (where frequency = 1420.4 MHz). As a consequence, this radiation 
is called 21-cm line radiation.16

Figure  6. Richard Wimmer, Joseph von Fraunhofer Demonstrating The Spectroscope, c.1900.15
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As most of the Universe is made of hydrogen, the spectrum of hydrogen is particularly important 
in astronomy for interstellar astro-cartography. Emission and absorption spectra can describe the 
makeup of faraway stars and other celestial bodies. H1 is detectable in most external spiral galaxies 
and so the 1420 H1 line can trace the large-scale distribution of hydrogen in external galaxies.17 
Thus the 21-cm line radiation has become the best way to map the structure of the universe, across 
space and time. Mapping the background cosmic radiation (from the “Big Bang”) we also get a long 
view across space and back in time, to the very “beginning”.

Figure 7. Spectrogram of the Hydrogen gas lamp as 
photographed during the floor talk.

Figure 8. Participants at the Art and Space floor talks view the light 
of a hydrogen gas lamp through a spectrograph.

Figure 9. Visible spectrum of Hydrogen, Jan Homann, 2009. The visible hydrogen emission spectrum lines in 
the Balmer series. H-alpha is the red line at the right. The two leftmost lines are considered to be ultraviolet 
as they have wavelengths less than 400 nm.18 

Figure 10. Pam McKinlay, The Big Picture, 2016. (Image credit: Composite photograph of nebulae and simulated gravitational 
waves, Pam McKinlay, 2016 and visible spectrum of hydrogen, Jan Homann, 2009. 1200x800mm.) Installation view in the 
shadow of the interstellar talismans.
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SKY WOMAN: SEARCHING FOR A NEW SPACIOGRAPHIC ICONOGRAPHY 
— A TALISMAN FOR A QUOTIDIAN MOMENT.

“Hence man contains within himself the likeness of heaven and earth”
Hildegard of Bingen19

“We are made of space dust”.

Figure 11. Random sample of “we are made of space dust” memes from “we are made of star dust” google image search

Cosmic memes,20 compete with cat gifs,21 on Facebook to tell us this, so it must be true! I whizz 
around the house vacuuming and consider the nature of the terrestrial dust. Intellectually I know 
it must once have been cosmic baryonic matter also. Without stars there would be no us—no life. 
Life on our planet is sustained by our star — the Sun, Sol, Sonne, call it what you will — it supplies 
us with heat to keep our water liquid and provides  light energy for photosynthesis (our food and 
oxygen). Once upon a time all the earthly elements were also forged somewhere out there in space, 
and we are a part of it. Space is a living entity. Thousands of years ago our relationship with the 
macrocosm and microcosm was an intimate personal experience and the stars were our guide. 
Today we search for a daily reminder, which acknowledges the abstract enormity of space and the 
humbleness of our personal existence. Our new talisman should tell a story — present the data, but 
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do so with a humble soul, it should be representative of the macrocosm, and localize and personalize 
in the microcosm. In this search for a for a new spaciographic iconography we are interrupted by 
the pragmatics of conquering chaos and regaining order in our domestic domain—there is dust to 
chase, dishes to be done, and we must step back into the mundane.

Figures 12. Christine Keller and Pam McKinlay, INTERSTELLAR—21 cm —H-SPECTRUM, 2016.  Installation view.

Figure 13. Composite photograph: 
Weaving in progress and detail of the 
21 c — H- SPECTRUM. The textiles were 
handwoven by Master Weaver Christine 
Keller on a self-built flying-8 loom (fly 
shuttle countermarch loom) with 8 
harnesses, designed by Hamburg weaver 
Andreas Moeller) as a 25 meter fabric 
in the LOOM ROOM weaving studio in 
Dunedin.
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